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ABSTRACT 
The 4 :'-.1s Chandm Deep Field-South (CDF-S) and other dccp X-ray surveys 
hav" been highb' effective at selecting active galactic nuclei (AG:\). However, 
cosmologically distant low-luminosity AG:\ (LLAG:\) have remained a challenge 
to identify due (0 significant contribution from the host galaxy. We identify 
long-term X·ray variability (~month years, observed frame) in 20 of 92 CDF-S 
galaxies spanning redshifts z "" O_OS 1.02 that do not meet other AG:\' selection 
criteria. We show that the observed variability eal1110t be explained by X-ray 
binary populations or ultral1l1ninolls X-ray sources, so the variability is most 
likely mused by accretion onto a supermassive black hole. The variable galaxies 
arc not i.cavily obscured in general, with a stacked effective power-law photon 
index nfl'Slack "" 1.93±0_13, and arc therefore likely LLAG:\. The LLAG:\ tend to 
lie it factor of ",,6 SO below the extrapolated linear variability-luminosity relation 
measurcd for luminous AG:\. This may he explained by their lower aceretion 
rates. Variahility-indepcndent black-hole mass and accretion-rate estimates for 
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variable galaxies show that they sampk a 
accrct ion rate space, with masses 11 factor of 2.1 low,'r 
factor of 22.5 lower than variabh' luminolls AC:\ tl", 
that an empirical mod..J based OIl a universal broken 
where the break frequency depends Oll S"JBH 
reproduces the shap", but not th" Ilofllmlization, 
trends measured for variabk galaxies and more 
Subject headings: galaxies: aeti\'e X-rays: 
1. Introduction 
Observations show that all nearhy galaxies with 
massive black holes (S:'-.II3Hs) (e.g., Ferrarese & Ford 2()()5: 
accreting near the Eddington limit (L/ L Hdd ,~ 0.1 1) an' Inminolls 
nuclei (AGl\) that often outshine t.heir host galaxi!'s. :'vlodels of ACl\ cOllstraim'd 
by observed Eddington ratio distributions, Sl1GG('st that. S:'vH311 is dominated by this 
luminous phase, la,sting ~ a few x lOS years (e.g .. A1ar-coni ('1 al. 200·1: pI aL 2()()-l: 
Hopkins & Hernqllist 20(9). 
Observations induding; erJnst.raints on the 
(e.g., .Jakobsen ct aL 200:3; Goncalves et HI. 200S) and 
lobes (e.g., Scheuer 1995; Blundell ct. aL 1999) 
activity is similar to the total lifetime. illlpl.ving that 
AGl\ phase uo more than a few times. SAH3Hs therefore 
quiescent or low-activit.y phases, which may contribute np t () 
(Hopkins & Hernqllist 20()9). A S:\1BH accrctinp; at 
as a low-luminosity AGl\ (LLAG:\). LLAG:\ shllle 
Deep X-ray surveys have been effective at 
millons, nt1obscurro AG" as well faint and/or obscured 1\(;:\ 
2005, for a review). X-ray selection criteria usuall~' 
X-ray spcet.ral shape. :'v11lIti-w1lvelcngth data further 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20120009483 2019-08-30T20:33:37+00:00Z
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tion via, for examp!c, t'xc('ss X-ray emission compared to what is expected from optical flux 
(l'.f';, , Hornschemdrr ct HI. 2003) or radio luminosity (e,g;., Alexander ct al. 20(5), 
The above methods have been sueci'Bsfnl in selecting a wide variety of AGN, but nev-
ertheless miss certain populations, such as very heavily ohscured AG:\' and LLAG:\' (e,g" 
Baner ct al. 2004; Alexander ct al. 2005; Lehmer et al. 2008), While heavily obscured AG:\' 
can often be seketed in the IR (e,g" Houck ct al. 2005: :-'lartinez-Sansigre ct al. 2005; Alexan-
der ct al. 2(08), the spectral en('rgy distrihutions (SEDs) of LLAGN are likely dominated by 
the host galaxy in other bands, Even in X-rays, X-ray hinaries, ultraluminous X-ray sources, 
and hot gmi will provide significant contributions to the overall power output, Simulated 
Chandm observations of nearhy low-luminosity Seyfert nucld artificially shifted to z ~ (),:3 
show that LLAG:\' would exhibit X-ray luminosities, speet.ral shapes, and X-ray-to-optical 
flux rat.ios consistent wit.h those of normal or optically bright/X-ray faint galaxies (Peterson 
et al. 2(06), By rdving on such criteria, deep X-ray surveys lllay be underf'stimating AG:\' 
fractions. 
Variability potentially provides a useful indicator of whether an extragalactic X-ray 
SOU!,('f', classified as 11 gahuty by other means, harbors an AG:\', Variability is a defining 
characteristic of AG:\' and has long been used as an AG:\' selection technique (e.g" van den 
Bergh et al. 1973), :\'llmerom; studies have used optical variability to select AGN from deep 
surwy" such as the 1 :-'18 CDF-S, the Sllbaru/X:-.nl-:\'cwton Deep Field, and the GOODS 
:\'orth and Sout.h Fields (e,g" Trevcse et al. 200tl; :-'loroknma 2008; Villforth et al. 2010; 
Sarajedini et al. 2011, respectively), Spectroscopic observations of the 1 Ms CDF-S (Boutsia 
et al. 20(9) fOllnd thaI: 17 of 27 optical variability-selected objects were broad-line AG:\'; 9 
(5) AG:\' would haw hem missed if selected by color (X-my selection), 
Similarly, UV variability has beBll used successfully to identify LLAG:\' in galaxies with 
low-ionization nllcl('ar emission-line regions (LI:\'ERs), LINERs have been found in the 
nuclei of a large fraction of nearby galaxies (e,g" Ho et al. 1997; Kauffman et al. 2003), hut 
these regions could be ionized by eit.her massive star clusters or low accretion-rate AG:\', 
HST imaging 1m:; found that ~25% of Ll"ER, are associated with compact (;S few pc) UV 
sources (:-'laoz et al. 1995; Barth et al. 1998), A study of LI:\,ERi wit.h compact nuclear UV 
sources fOllnd significant variability ill 15 of 17, indicating the prescncc of an AG:\' (:-'la02 et 
aL 20(5), 
Deep X-ray surveys are able to deh'd variabilit.y in moderate-luminosity /high-redshift 
AG:\' (e,g" Almaini ct al. 2000; Paolillo et al. 20()4; Papadakis et ai, 2008h), The 4 :-'18 
Chandm Deep Field-South (Xue pt al. 2(11), the deepest X-ray survey to date, allows a 
preliminary da8silkation of AG:\' 011 t.he basis of several ohserved quantities (see §2 for 
details), This paper utilizes X-ray variability techniqlws to search for AGN missed by these 
criteria, \Vith II :-'15 of exposure time spanning I (J,S for !16G good'qualit.y SOHrces (sr" 
§3), variability can be det('ctcd in wurccs with t.ime,av,'ragf/d faint. 
5 x ]()"17 ergs em ,2 5 - 1 We nSf' a cosDlolop;.v with Ho "(IlA km s 1 :-'11''' 1 nil (),272, 
and Sl,\ O,72S (e,g" Komat.su et ,,1. 2(11), 
2, Overview of the 4 Ms CDF-S Catalog 
The details of the 4 :-'1s CDF-S source catalog !em' 1'1 al. (201]); WI' 
provide a hrief summary 111'r(', The 4 :\ls CDF-S, constrnct.p,l froln :'4 obs.'rvatiollS 
over lO.H years) cov('rs an area of 4G4.5 arclnin 2 and feHChf's of l<):") ~ 
9,1 X 10-18 crgs elll,·2 S··1 and F:'''8k~V 5,5 x 1Ol? ," 5', with lIlulti,wavelength 
coverage in more than 40 hands from the radio t.o the UV, candida!"s deteded 
using a 10--" false-positive probabilit.y thn,shold in WAVDl';TECT (Fl'l'Cllmll rt HI. 20(2) and 
arc then prulled using a hinomialno-somcc probahility ("'(' Appendix 1\2 of W"isskopf ct 
20(7) P < (),004 to obtain a more conservativc list of 7,10 all of 
arc cousistent with being point SOUIct'S, Source extraction and 
with ACIS EXTRACT (AE; Brous f't al. 2(10), AI': models 
Assembly point spread function (PSF) llsing til<' :\fARX 
model is used to gcnerate a polygonal extraction for ('"ell 
t.he ",90% encircled encrgy fraction (EEF) contour of local PSt' 
<G% of the candidates, the sources an' crowrkd (i.e" the polygonal overlap) 
and smaller extraction regions that are larg" possible withont owriapping (40 
EEF) are used, The background is calculat<:d from 
from the source of int.erest and its nei!shboring SOUIces: 
"'16 larger than the SOUJ'cc-C'xtractioll region, AE 
estimate aperture-corrected, backgr01l11d-subtraet.p,j 
and lower statistical errors (Gehrels 198G), In this paper. 
photometric bands: (),5 2 keV (soft), 2 8 k('V (hard), and (),S 8 keY (full), 
Though most sourCeS ha\'(' a rdatively small Humber 
77), a rough estimate of source spectral shape \w 
the ratio of the count rates in the 2 8 keY and O}i 2 k(,V 
law photon index, felf (F" (X IF" ), For 
determined reliably, felf is set to 1.4, til<' stacked (CfHlddf'd) 
CDF-S (Tozzi pt al. 2001: Xuc el: a1. 2(11), which 
lI~jAnX available at hltp://'plUT,mit ,edl1/CXC/~IAHX/illd"x.html 
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of the cosmic X-ray background (Hickox & Markcvitch 2006), 
Of 740 X-ray sources, 716 (96,8%) contain matches in at least one of seven opticaljncar-
infrarpdjradio (OXIR) catalogs: (1) the ESO 2,2 m WFI R-band catalog (Giavalisco et 
aL 2(04), (2) the GOODS-S Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Yersioll r2.0z z-band catalog 
(Giavalisco et aL 2(04), (3) the GE?l1S HST z·band catalog (Caldwell et aL 200S), (4) the 
GOODS-S ?l1USIC catalo" (Grazian et aL 20(6), (5) the ?l1USYC K-band cat.alo" (Taylor 
et aL 200a), (6) the ST~1PLE Spitzer/IRAC 3,6111n catalo" (Damen et aL 2011), and (7) the 
VLA 1.4 GHz radio catalog (?liiller et aL 2(08), 
Of 716 X-ray sources with multi-wavclcn~h identificatiolls, 419 (58,5%) have spectro-
scopic: redshift measurements. collected from Le FCwc ct aL (2004), Szokoly ct aL (2004), 
Zhcn" ct aL (2004), ?l1ignoli ct aL (2005), Ravikumar ct aL (2007), Vanzella ct. al, (2008), 
Popes80 et aL (2009), Treister ct aL (2009), Balestra et al. (2010), and Silverman et aL 
(2010), A total of 343 (81.9%) of the 419 spectrooeopic rcdshift measurements are "secure", 
in that they arc measured at 2: 95% confidcnC(' levels with multiple secure spectral features, 
668 (93,3%) sources have hi!(h-quality, accurate (lll.zl/(l t- z) "" 6.5%) photomctric-rcdshift 
measurements from at least one of three photometric-redshift catalogs: Cardamolle et al. 
(2010), Luo et aL (2010), and Rafferty et aL (2011), The positions of primary O~IR coun-
terparts wcre eross-lI1atched with the photomctric-redshift catalo"s llsin" a matching radius 
of 0,5", resulting in a false-match probability of ;S1%, Subsequent spectroscopic observations 
published in the Arizona CDF-S Environment Surve:" (ACES: Cooper et al. 2(12) catalog 
show with a blind test t hat errors on the photometric redshifts arc ;S 1 %. 
The 4 Ms CDF-S X-ray sources were classified as AG"\ by the following criteria: 
• High luminosities: LO,5-8keV ::> 3 x 1042 er"s S-l, where the rest-frame luminosity has 
l)('en corrc'ctcd for Galactic and intrinsic absorption. 
• Hard spectra: A source with I'elf < 1.0 is identified as a heavily obscured AG}'\, 
• High X-ray-to-optical fiux ratios: 10g(F x / Fn) > --1, where Fx = F05-8keV, F052keV, 
or F2-8keV and F'u is the R-hand fiux. 
• Excess X-ray ('mission compared to that expected from star formation: LO.5.8keV > 
3x (8.9x lO'7 Ln) (Alexander et aL 200S), where Ln is the 1.4 GHz monochromatic luminosity 
in WHz'-', 
• An indication of broad emission lines in the optical spectrum, 
StarR were dassifir'd by cross-matching X-ray sources (usin" the ONIR counterpart po-
sitious) with (1) the spectroscopically identified stars in Szokoly et aL (2004), Mi"llOli ct aL 
(2005), and SilVernlaIl et aL (2010); (2) the likely stars with stellarity indices ~eater than 
0.7 in the GE;V!S HST catalog (Caldwell ct aL 20(8); and (3) the likely stan; with hest-fit 
stellar tcmplates in the ?lmSYC photomctric-rcdshift eatalo" (Cardamone et al. 2(10), using 
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a matchin!( radius of 0,5". 
X-ray sources not identified as an AG"\ or 
Rest-frame 0,5 8 keY luminosities arc calculated for 
up the vast majority of CDF-S sources, the luminosity corrpeled for 
absorption, AGN not detected in the full hand have an upper limit OIl 
based on the 30' Poisson error on t.he counts, For galaxies, th" correetioll 
and I<-corrections may not he appropriate. Of 92 CDF-S quality" of> 
servatiolls (sec §:l), 78 are not dctedr'd in the hard haml and have poorly dt,tcrmined photon 
indices, All "alaxies are d('tcct.cd in the soft-hand. \V" perform 
ie'S with < 150 net counts (87 of 92) followinp; the procedur(' uesz'[lf)':l' 
avera"c I',t.ack L90±O,()8 gives LOG-RkeV/Lo 2keV fram!' 
0.5 8 keV luminosity for CDF-S "alaxics as Lor,. Sk,.V 
Since galaxy X-ray emission is typically unabsorhNI. 
intrinsic absorption. 
3. Testing for X-ray Variability 
\\'e perform two quality cuts before conducting variability 
the catalog sources wit hoff-axis 1l1l"lcs greater than to ensure 
sufficient covcra[sc (>50 of 5-1 observations) t.hrou"hout. the 
ensure accurate yariability mea.surements, we also require that 
net counts in the 0,5 8.0 k(,V band (i.e" at least 5 COllnts on 
below), These qnality cuts result in a total sample of 4GG CDF-S 
AG~, 92 classified as galmdes, and" classified in th,' 
First. 
of these AGI\' and galaxies have measured spectroscopic or photollll'tric redshifts. The 02 
sourer's classified as galaxies may nevertheless contain an AG~, 
X-ray variability, and make up the sample inv,"sti!(ated ill 
\Vc divide the CDF-S observat.ions into four ('pochs, 
tion: 2000 (943,1 ks), 2007 (967.7 ks), 2010a (?liarell ?lfay; 1015.5 ks), 
944,9 ks), As in Xue et al. (2011), we mf'rgcd observations 
"iYen source position from the CDF-S catalog, mCll,sured t.he 
and fiux oyer three ohserved-frame eIlf'r!!:y hands: 0.5 8 k"V, 0.:' 
source is considered variabk if the variabilit:, observe(1 betW('('1l 
that expected from Poisson statist.ics, with a probahility t hresi101d of 
is due to nois(~ alone, (The choice of probability thn'sliold 
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check whether a source can be considered variahle, we calculate the quantity: 
(1) 
where N 4 is the Humber of epochs, iei is the photon flux (background-subtracted counts 
with units of em in a given epoch, It is the mean photon flux over all epochs, and (JT 
is the error squared on the photon flux for the ith epoch. The photon flux is calculated by 
dividing the full·hand (0.5 8.0 keY) nct counts by the exposure time and the Illean effective 
afea across the source aperture. The Gehrds (1986) approximation gives the error on the 
net connts, which is propagated to obtain the error on the photon flux. Since this error is 
significl11ltly asymmetric for low-count (;S 15 counts) sourc('s, we average the upward and 
downward error bars for these objects to obtain th" average error (Ji. (The same method is 
applied in the evlonte Carlo simulations below.) 
For large photon fluxe>;, the )(2 statistic follows it X2 distribution, and any source with 
)(2) 7.82 (for 3 (kgrecs of freedom) has a probability PXl < 0.0-5 (Le., 95% confidence level) 
that the variability is due to random noise. However, at low count rates, the error on the 
photon flm< is not Gaussian. Since errors in the low-count regime are larger than expected 
from a Gaussian distribution, the resulting )(2 statistic is smaller than expected and docs 
not follow the X2 distribution (s('e Fig. 2 of Paolillo et a.l. 20(4). 
We therefore constructed a ev10nte Carlo simulation to determine the distribution the 
)(2 statistic shonk! follow for each source, similar to t.he procedure followed by Paolillo ct 
al. (2004). We first scaled the total observed source and background counts for each source, 
obtained from the full 4 evIs observation, to the exposure time and effective area for a given 
epoch. This procedure generate>; the source and background counts expected in each epoch 
if the source and background were constant over time, and it accounts for fluctuations in the 
hackground that will affect low-count sources. To simulate the variance expected from noise, 
Poisson distrihutions were defined using the expected source and background counts as the 
mean values. We then simulated 1,000 observations of each source by repeatedly drawing 
the expected counts from the Poisson distributions. For each simulated observatiou, we cal-
culated the photoll flux for four epochs and calculated )(2 as defined above. Asymmetric 
errors on the source and backgrollml counts arc obtained from Gehrcls (1986) and are prop-
agated to get the error on the photon flux. The observed )(2 can then be compared to the 
simula! cd distribution t.o determine the probability PX 2 that the observed variability is due 
to Poisson noise. Spurious sources of variability arc negligible, since effective exposnre maps 
are calculated separately for each observation, takin?, into account issues such as vignetting, 
CCD gaps. bad pixds, bad columns, and Chandra's spatial- and timc~dependent quantum 
efficiency degradation. 
\Vhile using a more conservative Pteit 1 %. on our 
positives, it would also eliminate a similar number of truly 
the sample of 92 galaxies, Pnil ~~ G% results in 20 variable 
expected to he false positives. Reducing l~,dt to t':+ 
0.9 is expected to he a false positive. So while the more CllIlOl'lVl111 
",,4 false positives, it also eliminates :3 4 truly varying 
Tahle 2 can be used to screen the sources further desired. 
4. Galaxies withAGN-lik'l Variabilit,y 
Of the 369 CDF-S sources dassifi"d as AG:\" that 
and count (total net counts> 20) rcquir('tnents, 50. 
(Px ' < O.OG) on ~month year timcscales. For the 178 AG:\" 
74.2% exhibit significant variability. The basic diagnostic plot 
the AG:\' variable fraction with total net. counts. The plot dC'mons1r"I," 
counts to det.ect it, variahility is II near-ubiquit.ous propert.y of 
even in the case of significant obscuration: ,,",,70'/(, of th" CDF-S 
AG:\' (Xue et al. 2011), and 47.5% (51.5%) of obscured (unnhscmrd) AG:\" signifkant.lv 
variable. The variable fract.ions flrc cOllsistent. with the the I :vIs CDF-S (Paolillo 
et al. 20(4), although obtained with different temporal 
fluxes. 
In sonrces classified fl.<:; galt:lJdcs, 
equals that of AG:\' at higher counts (Figure 1). Tahh' 1 
which lists the attributes of til(' 20 variahle and 72 
erties of CDF-S AG~ will he covered in the fort.hcoming 
almost all lie below z 1. Spectroscopic redshifts 
and for 61 of 72 non-variable galaxies. Pho1omet.ric 
sources. Six example light curves (background-subtracted 
0.5-8 ke V band vs. ;v!.JD) H'pfl'B('ntativc of the siUllpln 
The X-ray luminosity distributions of all CDF-S 
variability arc shown in Fif;ure 4. A K··S t('st shows 
being drawn from the same parent population (PJ(s 
not show a significant. dependence on X-ray lumino,ity 




We briefly compare AG:'\ selection based on variability to the following selection meth-
ods: (1) X-ray luminosity cuts, (2) the X-ray-to-optical flux ratio, and (3) excess X-ray 
emission compared to that expected from star formatio!!, based on the radio luminosity. 
Figure 5 shows the fraction of variable sources vs. X-ray luminosity. Below Lo.s-BkeV 
J042 ergs ,.1, a luminosity cut often used for AG:'\ selection in X-ray surveys, the variable 
fractioIl remains significant at 20~30%. Of 64 CDF-S galaxies with Lo.s-slrev < J042 ergs S·I, 
17 (~27%) are variable. 
AG?\ selection via the X-ray-lo-optical flux ratio is demonstrated by the R-band mag-
nitude VR. X-ray flux plane in Figure 6 (ef. Figure 16 in Xuc ct aJ. 2011). Sources classified 
as AG:'\, galaxies, and stars in Xne et al. (2011) arc marked as smaIl red circles, larger black 
drclcs and blue stars, respectively. Variahle sources are marh,d with filled symbols. The op-
tically bright, X-my faint region, typically thought to exclude AGl\' (OBXF: Fx/ PH < ~2: 
Hornschemrier ct al. 20(3) contains 27 galaxies. Of these, 6 (22%) arc variable, with X-ray 
luminosities spanning log LO,c,.8k,N '" 39.7 41.4. 
AGI\ may also be selected based on a comparison between X-ray and radio luminosities 
(Xue ct al. 2(11). The radio luminosity can be used to predict the X-ray luminosity in star-
forming galaxies (e.g., Alexander ('1. al. 2005, and rcfercnet's therein), so sources with excess 
X-ray emissiOli may be classified as AGX. Of the 17 CDF-S galaxies with radio detections 
(none of which have excess X-ray emission), three (18%) arc variable. These objects may 
have cxc('ss radio ('mission due to strong radio cores rather than star formation. 
4.1. Measuring Variability Strength 
Due to the gencrall~' limited photon statistics of the CDF-S galaxy sample, most vari-
able sources must be strongly variahle to be detected. Significantly variable gala.xies show 
maximum-to-minimum flux ratios Rmax/min '" 1.5 9.3 (median 4.1) over the observed 10.8-
ymlr timc' frame. The smallest max-to-min ratio (1.5) was measured for 033246.77-274212.7 
(XID 616), a source with 2;500 count.s. For most galaxies, t.otal net counts are too low 
(;S 100) to detect \'lrriability below a factor of 2 :J. 
To address whether the variahle galaxy max-to-min ratios sample the average AG'\" 
population or only the highly variable "tip of the iceberg," we ran a :\10nte Carlo simula-
tion. The procedure assumed that the entire galax~' population is si!1;nilicantly variable and 
simulated the variability expe('ted over 10.8 years of observation. Following the procedure 
in Vaughan et al. (2003), we used the Timmer &: Koenig (1995) algorithm to simulate 5,000 
light curves based on the mean and variance of the flux for each of the 92 CDF-S galax-
JO 
ies. For non-variable galaxies, the measured variance r('!)reSNIt.s 
curve, which gives an upper limit to the variability 
produces a random, continuously sampled light curve from 
(PSD) function, which we assumed to he described hy hroken 
frequency depends on SMI3H mass and accretion rat" C\lcHllnly et 
break frequency lies ontside til(' mnrT of timesc:alps samplf'd 
§6.3), we simplify the model to a power-law (P(f) with indi'x :1 
for the low-frequency (long-tirn~'Bcale) PSDs for ncarby Seyferts 
The time units of the light curves arc determilwd by t he minimum 
input into the simulation; the light curve durations an' arijust<,d 
redshift. 
We resarnpled/rcbinned the light curve using the CDF-S pattern aw1 add 
Poisson noise to t.he simulated lil(ht curve to account for fnll 
Ilia ted light curves was made five times long'~r than the 
variation on till1cscalcs much longer than thoBP sampl"d h,v Ill" data. 
effect that very long-timescale (low-frequency) variations over 
shorter timescales (i.e., "red noise leak"). 
\Ve compare the simulated distribution of l1wdian max-to,min where; til(' median 
is calculated over 5,000 trials for each galaxy, to Ilw obs"rved distribution for 
in Figure 7. A K-S test shows that thes!' two populations have 
from the same parent population. ?\olc that the simlllatp(! 
illustrates an upper limit to the variability that could he 
a lower limit on the detectable fraction of sources. Th(, CDF-S d"teets 
sources with max-to-miu ratios> 2 and at least of 
4. A significant fraction of nOH·variable galaxies rna," 
may remain undetected due to low counts. 
For the galaxies exhibiting significant vnriability, 
variance (e.g., Vaughan et al. 2()();l), which mcaSlln's how 
of the measurement error. The excess varian(,e is the 
over a given frequency range, which is defined 
observed-frarne) and minimum bin siZ(' (4.0 :\18. 
12While each CDF-S epoch totals ",,1 ?vfs in inlpgra1ion 





2.).1:, /l)2 (2) 
1=1 
where iJ",.,.,i is the average of the asymmetric upward and downward measurement e!Tors. 
Using the upwanl (downward) error would overestimate (undcf('stimate) the errors. Zero 
excess variance 0) would indicat.e that. the ohserved count fluctuation is entirely 
consistent with noise rather than due t.o intrinsic source variability: due to statistical fluc-
tuations, the exccss variance may also be negative in this case. The values arc listed in 
Table 2. ;-;ote that the variability amplitude is calculated for ObSeT1!cd-fmme energy bands. 
The variable galaxies cover a redshift ranf':c Z = 0 1, so the excess variance will he mea-
sured over 0.5 8 keV at z = 0 to 1 16 keV at z 1. Variability strength is known to 
depend on energy in some nearhy Seyfert galaxies (e.g., Ark 120, :"ICG 6-30-15, and I Zw 1: 
Vaughan ct. al. 2004, Vaughan & Fabian 2004, and Gallo et al. 2007, respectively), while in 
others, variability remains nearly constant with energy (e.g., Ton S180 and :-JAI3 0205+024: 
Vaughan ct a1. 2002 and Gallo ct al. 2004, respectively). In the former cases, the change in 
variability strellf':th is small, with a < 10% difference from 0.5 to 10 keV, so the bandpass 
effects at redshifts z ° 1 should remain small. 
We calculate the statistical error (i.e., measurement error) on the excess variance fol-
lowing Equation 11 of Vaughan et al. (2003). 
(3) 
The large errors on (Table 2) are due to the small numbers of counts observed for most 
sources (e.g., 12 of 20 variable f':allLxics have;S 100 net counts): four variable galaxies with 
net counts ;S 50 have {'xeess variance m{'asurements completely dominated by statistical 
uncertainty ;S crr(a~xJl· ;-;evertheless. most variable galaXies have excess variance 
measured at the 2:,ltI level. 
The exccss variance cont.ains additional sources of uncertainty aside from statistical 
('rror: (1) random scatter intrinsic to t.he st.ochastic nature of AG:-i variability (Vauf':han ct 
al. 200:3) and (2) uncert.aint.y and syst.ematic bias due to sparse sampling of the light curve. 
The sparse pattern of CDF-S observations will lead t.o larg" uncertainty in t.he mean flux 
measurement., and since the measured mean will be closer to the s!Unpled data points rather 
than the tDle mean, the variance mea,.'iurement.s will tend to be underestimated (Allcvato et 
al. in preparation). \Ve again employ II :\Ionte Carlo simulation to model the uncertaint.y 
and systematic: effects produced by random scatter and sparse samplinf':. 
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\Ve follow the same procedure described above to 
variable source. The mean and variance are calculated after 
curve with tht, CDF-S observinf': pattern. The Samplillf': 
the observed variance by a factor equal to the rat.io bctw!'(,u t.he 
the observed variance used as inpnt in the sinmlatiolls) and 
the biased variance affected by sparse sampling): 
output variance is calculated over all 5,000 lif':ht. curves. 
depends on the frequency and regularity of the sampling. 
scaling factor will approax:h unit.y as the nmnlwr of 
factor will remain above unity even at high samplinls fW(jUl'llCY if the 
(Allcvato ct al. in preparat.ion). The slope of t.be PSI) afr!'ct 
a steeper PSD slope (i.e., ,3 = -2 inst('1l(1 of 1) 
given sampling pattern. Since the intrinsic PSI) slopes 
corrections assuming /J .-1: however, source-to ·source 
significant source of scatter in variability mcasurcn1f'nts. 
We find that t.he scaling factors nmgc from 
~ 1.54 and a scatter on f,,·a1e.me,m of iJ f ~ (J.S7. In ,,,76% of 
greater than unity, indicating that the variimcc 111ldl'rpstimau'd due t.o 
Note that the :"ionte Carlo PSD is normalized by each 
for a 
using the source's light curve. Since the heavy bil1niuf': could 
variations, this method could result in an artificially smaller 
out high frequency 
et a!., in preparation, find a similm·ly small bias 2) frr'qllencics 
for a wide ranRe of S/]\, rat.ios, Rap length, and snmplinR :\[ore import.ant.l.v, the 
scatter on the f",,1e factor calculated for each sonrcc ("" 40'/" 190%), indiyidual 
measurements, even when corrected for hias, an' likely t.o he 
variance. Therefore, variabilit.y properties of CDl·'-S 
rat.her than on an individual basis. Dias-corrccte,l 
Table 2 and arc used for all fmtll"r analysis 
,,'''·,c·;,imw1 in ensemble 
Jist.!'d in 
4.2, Comparisons with XRB and ULX Variahility 
The t.hree most likely sources of X-ray variabilit.y 
ultraluminolls X-ray sources (ULXs), and Hccn,ting S:"lBHs. 
the first. t.wo pc\Ssibilit.ics are not likely t.o dornil1l1t.e t.ll(' 
To examine the pot.ent.ial contribntioll of X-ray binary ",,,,,:I,,';,,,,," to "",;"h;1it" 
must first determine t.he relat.ive cont.ributions of low-rna"" (L\lXB) ami high-
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mass X-ray binaries (HMXB) tothe hard (2 10 keV) , galaxy-wide X-ray luminosity (Lxlm)13 
Galaxy stellar nUIBS (M.) scales the contribution of (older) L:\1XBs, and star formation rate 
(SFR) scales the contribution of (young<,r) HMXBs (e.g., Equation 3 of Lehmer et al. 2010). 
M. and SFH arc calculated for each galaxy in Xue et al. (Z01O) using the optical colors and 
the UV and IR luminosities. Both the Lehmer et al. (2010) relations and the Xue et al. 
(2010) ealculations adopt the same initial stellar mass function (Kroupa ZOOl). However, 
since Lehmer ct al. (2010) and Xue et al. (2010) usc different formalisms for computing 
stellar mass('s (Bell et al. 2003 and Zibetti et al. 2009. respectively, which differ primarily 
due to their models of star formation history), WI' apply a correction factor of 2.6 to the 
stellar rrliL"CS frow Xuc et al. (2010). The SFR and M* values for each variable galaxy are 
listed iu Table 2. 
l3y comparing the expected L~1XB and HMXI3 contributions to the total luminosity, we 
can determine which population ought to dominate the variahility. In the variahle galaxies, 
SFR ranges from 0.04 to 55 Afr.) ~T·-l with a median of 2.2 lU0 M. ranges from 2 x lO7 
to 6 lOtl_He) with a median of 1.2 x lO1O,\1,,)- We find that all but six of 20 variable galaxies 
are expected to have a larger H:\fXI3 contrihution. Lll~lXB(SFR)/ LLMxB(M.) ranges from 
0.01 to 75.S with a median of 2.6 (Table 2). H:V!Xl3s ar(' generally more variable than LMXBs 
(Gilfanov et aL_ 2(04). so uuless L:\lXl3s dominate the X-ray output of a galaxy, we neglect 
thdr contribution. 
To determine the variability expected from the HMXl3s, we follow the relations in §4.2.3 
of Gilfanov et. al. (2004), where t.he variability of t.he H:\1XI3 populat.ion is roughly determined 
by the galax~"s SFR. The following relatiol1B were obtained from :\lonte Carlo simulations 
with II power-law HMXB luminosity function with slope (l = -1.6 and a cut-off luminosity 







Here, O'rm8.0 is the fraetional rms (i.e .. the square root of the excess variance) expected from 
an individual X-my binary. which call be as large as 20:30% on ~ycar timescales (e.g., 
13\Ve measurr- variability in the 0.5 k('V Laud. but by limiting the comparison to the 2 10 keV luminosi-
ties, we limit the contrluutlon of other sources of galaxy-wide X~ray emission (hot ga'l, supernovae. supernova 
remnauts, and O-stat's), which fade sharpl.\' above 2 kf'V and can be considered lwgligihle. 
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Gilfanov 2010), and is the total variahility. We 0.3 and calClllal'> the 
upper limit OIl Orm".to" In tlw Illost extreme we find 1 hilt t ht> upper Oil 
expected from an H:\1XI3 population is 0.044. 
In six galaxies, LMXl3s 11f(' f'xpected to dominate the X-ray lmuinosity. Four of the 
have log At. > 10.5 Ale;, and therefore have largl' enough 10 follow a ex 
law (';4.4.2 of Gilfanov I't al. 20(4). For the rcmflining 
trend in Figure 12 of Gilfanov el al. (2004). The upp"r limit on from 
an LMXI3 population is < 0.02. 
Vve find that XRB populations CllmlOt. explain tll(' full 
for variable galaxics. Figme 8 plots the dist.rihutioll of 
that all the variahle galaxies exhihit variability in of 
variable galaxies have a m('dian "'" 42 (without 
14), indicat.ing that the contribution of all XHn population 10 the 
small. 
\Vc also cOllsider whether one or more ultraillmino\ls X-my 
nate a galaxy's X-ray output. Tlw nature of ULXs is debalrcd. bUI 
accretion onto massive stellar black holes (30 ]00 M,.,): a f(,w 
onto intull1cdiatc mass black holes (100 300 At.;) or bemn('d 
holes. Typical luminosities span Lo,s., SkeV "'" lO:l9 JOl1 
Swartz ct al. 2(11). In It 8mV('y of ],441 X·my point 
Chandra archive, Colbert ct al. (2004) found ULXs in 19 
or more ULXs to a galaxy's total X-ray point source luminosity 
a median contrihution of 4a%. 
ULXs could potentially explain nine variable with /'0 
However, since ULXs tend to he associated with star-forming 
2(04) and occur more frequent.ly in late-type/irregular 
(e.g., \Valton et al. 2(11), the five vlll'iable galaxi('s wit.h bOll! 
late-type morphology (see §5.2) are more likely to host U LXs. 
dOlni 
likely involV\'s 
l11vo1 v(> accr('t lOll 
Olle method of finding ULXs is to search for off-Huckar \Ve plot poslagf'-
stamp images (8" x S") of the GOODS-S/GE:\1S /IST V()O()-balld for 
in Figure U. The circle overplottNI Oll each ima!;c 
positional erro, which is calculated at the 90% signilicance 
X-ray sources offset from the galaxy nudpus bv more than 1.5 
consideH,d off-nuclear. 
We find one marginally Ofr-IlllCblf sonrce: O:l:l219.27 (XID 2(9). Th<' 
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primary optical source appears to be an early-type galaxy with blending toward the galaxy 
to the lower right, suggesting a merger, Both galaxies hayc similar redshifts (z O.9601md 
0.956, respectively); the first rcdshift is spectroscopic and secure (see §2) and the second is 
photometric (Xue et a!. 2010). The high X-ray luminosity (LO.5-8keV "" 2.2x lO42 ergs s 1) 
suggests that a ULX is likely not the dominant source of X-ray emission from this galaxy. 
One yariable galaxy, 033230.00-274405.0 (XID 418), was previously identified as 
being Off-llud,'ar in the I :"ls CDF-S (Lehmer et al. 20(6). With t.he additional data from 
the 4 ;>.ls CDF-S, t.he X-ray source position has been refined (with reduced uncertainty) to 
be consistent with the galaxy'S nucleus. The off-nuclear source discussed in the previous 
paragraph (XID = 2(9) was not detected in the 1 :"!s CDF-S, so it was not considered by 
Lehmer et al. (2006). 
We cannot rule out that a ULX may lie too close to a galaxy's nucleus to be detected as 
an off-nuclear source. However. the possibility of ULXs in most yariable gahL'{ies is mitigated 
by high X-ray luminosities and/or early-type morphology, so since we find no plausible off-
nuclear ULXs, we conclude that ULXs are unlikely to dominate the emission from variable 
galaxies. Accretion onto a S~IBH remains the best ('xplanation of variable galaxies. 
5. Supporting Evidence for LLAGN 
We investigate the X-ray spcctml shapes, the lllorphologics, and the optical spectral 
classificat.ions of the variable gah'{ies for two purposes: (1) characterizing the variable 
galaxy population, and (2) determining whether t.heir properties arc consistent with those 
of LLAGX 
5.1. X-ray Spectral Shape 
As discnsscd in §2, Xue ct al. (2011) calculate the effect.ive phot.on index for each source 
based on the ratio of count rates in the 2 S keV and 0.5 2 keV bands (Table 2). For 10 
variable galaxies det.ected in the soft band but not the hard band, lower limits arc listed. For 
4 low-count variable galaxies detpeted either in the full-band, soft-band, or both, no reliable 
effective photon index call be det"rIuined, so C,ff is set to 1.40. 
Since 14 sources have poorly determined ref!, we perform a stacking analysis on all 
variable galaxies wit.h < 150 net munts to determine an average photon index for the sample. 
The three highest count sources (with 199.2,275.6, and ()08.9 net counts) are excluded from 
t.he st.acking analysis since they could dominate the stacked signal, but t.he resnlt.s remain 
thc same within errors if these sources nrc incllldp,1. 
Following til(' procedure in Luo ct. al. (2011). we and hard·baud count" 
in a 3N diameter apert.ure for each source. The hackgr01md calculat.ed he; 
counts in 1,000 randomly placed, oourcc-frcc flpcrturcs within a 
source position. The individual source counts arc Slll!l1IWd 
Aperture correct.ions arc applied, avpraged over alJ the 
time (see Luo ct al. 2011 for details), before calculating the haml 
The stacked effective photon index for the 17 rdevant 
1.93±O.l:3, which is consistent with the t.ypical photon fur local 
~ 1.S; e.g., Dadina ct a!. 200S) at the 10" level. Jm·lndillg a.ll 20 
"" 1.82±O.OS. vVhilc absorption may still be present in 
spectrum implied by the stacked effective photon index 
galaxy is not heavily obscurc,\. The X-ray luminosities an' therdore 
indicate that variable galaxies at(' most likely LLAG:\. 
5.2. Galaxy Morphologies 
Postage-stamp images (S" x 811) of tlr" GOODS-S/GE:-'!S HST VeO()·band for CDl·'-S 
vnriablc and nOll-variable galaxies are shown in Figures <) and 10. reS.lmrt.'Vl' 
tira error circles overlaid. Galaxies are cl"''isificd by eye lat,'-type. 
or undetermined. :.,tergNs arc also visually classilied bnscd 011 
bet.ween two or more galmdes. 
Since yisnal chL'>sificat.ions are subjective and are parliculMly 
poorly resolved galaxies, we aisoapply t.he color-magl1il.mj(, 
(2()04), where galaxies me eonsitiCH,d part ofth,' "[('<I 
if they are redder than (Mu M,.) ·().31z O.08M\ 
arc cOlL8idercd part of the "b1110 cloud'· (Lc., late-t.vpe rrH)1Tllle,i",,"\' 
magnitUde diagram leads to a lllore objective CW,"111'.;;,\ 
significant ullcertainties. bot.h in t.he rest-frame rnagnit.mi<'s 
of the Bell ct al. (2004) relation. ~!()rcovcr, t.he ("()lor 
"green valley." In ("",8eS where the color and t.he visually 
we choose a final classificat.ion, prcf('rring t.he visually 
well-resolved galaxies, and t.he color c1assificat.ion in dist.ant. and/ Of 
Com;idering only galaxies dassiliNI early late-t.yp", the 
for dblilllt. 
ill Bell Ill. 
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agree ",54% of the time. Table 2 lists each galaxy's morphological type as determined by 
visual classification, t.he rest-frame magnitude and color (from X ue et al. 2011). the col~r 
classification according to Bell et al. (2004), and the final classification. 
Based on the final classification from Table 2, we find that variability does not prefer one 
morphology type ovcr the other. Variahle galaxies have 40.0:~\3% early-type morphology 
and 50.0~;~~% late-type morphology. compared to 23.6~~:~% and respectively, in 
non-variahle galaxies (the errors arc la hinomial errors). If we instead apply only the Bell et 
al. (2004) color classifications. then both the variable and non-varia hie gala,-xies prefer late-
type morphologies and respectively). The M* and SFR distributions 
for variable and non-variable galaxies show no significant difference (PK8 > 10%). 
\Ve find that the fraction of mergers among variable and non-variable galaxies is con-
sistent within errors (9.l~~o/% and 20.0~~&%, respectively). 
5.3. Optical Spectroscopic Classification 
~lost (18/20) variable galaxies have optical spectral observations (Szokoly et al. 2004; 
Zhcng et al. 2()04; :\1ignoli ct al. 2005; Ravikumar ct al. 2007; Popesso et al. 2009; Silverman 
et al. 2(10). from which spectroscopic redshifts werc determined. In all cases, the optical 
spectra arc classified as galaxies. showing only narrow emission lines or absorption lincs. 
Szokoly et al. (2004) classify objects in more detail. Of the eight variable galaxies listed 
in the Szokoly ct al. (2004) catalog. two have typical galaxy spectra showing only absorption 
Jincs. The remaining six arc classified as having low-excitation emission lines consistent with 
H II region-type spectra. These objects would be classified as normal galaxies hased on the 
optical data alone as the presence of the AG:\ cannot be established. However, one of these, 
033222.78-275224.2 (XID ~~ 312), has sufficient signal-to-noise in the optical spectrum to 
measure Jim' ratios. This object is classified as a LI:\ER by Szokoly et al. (2004) via the line 
ratio diagnostics given by Ho & Sargent (1993). 
6. Galaxy vs. AGN Variability 
6.1. The Variability-Luminosity Anti-Correlation 
In this section. we investigate how galaxy variahility compare's to AGN variahility. \Ve 
first confirm significant !lnli-correlation between excess variance and X-my luminosity 
among AG:\'. seen in prcvions work (e.g., Barr & :\fushotzk~' 1986: Lawrence & Papadakis 
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1993; ;\'andra et al. 1997; Hawkins 20()O; Paolillo ct al. :eOO'l). Till' i eorrelntioll plotted 
in Figure 11 as vs. Lo.r, .8k,N. The excess t he hi,,, correction 
discussed in §4.1. The rcst-frame X-ray luminosities calculntNI diffcrcnll.v for AG:\ 
and galaxies, as described in 32. The Spearman rank correlatioll codIicicnt (p" -0.44) 
shows the correlation is significant at F, W·fj (5.90) for AC:\ only (red eircles). The 
correlation increases in significance to F, i:i x 10" '" (GAa) if all 
LO.5- RkeV 1041 ergs s-' .are consider('d, including those 
and stars). :\0 significant correlation is found if the sampk limit",] to onl" the variabk 
galaxies, which are discllssed further in 36.2. :\ote that the correlation cocfficil';lt and best-fil 
linc parameters (given below) remain consistent within if I he 
variance uncorrected for sampling bias 
Since both variability and luminosity may depend 011 
hole mass and/or accretion rate, WI' fit t.lre dat.a llSiIlI!, SIXLlN.PHO. 
from 150131' et al. (](J90). A least-squares bisector flt. to 
weighted by the uncert.ainties in result.s in 
intercept are consist.ent within errors if thl' weights an~ !lot included. 
further to sources with Lo.G- 8k"v > lO42 ergs S-I r('sult.s in 
are both consistent with the f('sults of :\andra et al. (1997). 
bisector fit results in ex , which is notable since 
sampled shorter (hour day) tinlPscales compared to tlH' months 




The slope presented in this paper is significant.l.v flat ter found ill Paolillo ct 
al. (2004; ex which included non· varying 
upper limits for non-varying S01JrC('S in our hecanse tllC 
survival analysis, which bve been sllcc('ssfully Ilpplif'd to deal with censored data in ot hel 
ast.ronomicaJ situations, do not apply here hecause: (j) 
of most sources lie ncar the detection limit, (2) a p(Tcenllll;I' of 
detected variabilit.y (",50% of AG:\ and ",78% of galaxies). and (3) 
of sources with no (ktccted variability. especially those 
be variable (i.e., ~ 0). By not including censored data in 
we likely bias the measured slopes ami possibly th" 
erthelcss, the variability-luminosity anti·conelation [wen observed 
based on 5MBH mass and accr('tion rate (e.g .. Papadakis N al. i.lle 
anti-correlation is real, though probahly not linear. The model 
\Vc check for other potential biases that ilia\, "ffN'l 
correlatioll. The log-log plot of Figmf' 1] has t h,', disadvHntage of 
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negative values. Sources with low flux values, and hence higher scatter in 
will therefore appear to have stronger variability, since the values scattHed to ncg-
ative values will he hidden. 1b check for this bilLS, we remove high scatter sources with 
> 0.1, excluding all but 38 sources. and find that the cor-
relation remains significant at [>, "" 0.9% (2.60'). The best-fit slope and intercept remain 
consistent at the 10' lewL 
The flux-limited nature of the CDF-S snrvey presents another potential bias. Since lu-
minosity correlates with rcdshift, and intrinsic variability tinm;cales decrease with rcdshift, 
the decrease in variability strength as luminosity increases could, in principle, simply refiect 
the fact that shorter timescales are studied at highcr redshifts, and therefore exhibit less 
variahility due to the red-noise nature of AGe; light curves. To check for a possible redshift 
bias, we examine the correlation using a sub-sample within a narrow red-
shift range (0.55 < z < 0.75). This rcdshift range selects 10% of the total SlUIlple, covers 
luminosities from LO.5-8kev ~ 1041.5 to 1014 ergs S-I, and results in minimal differences in 
rest-frame' t.inwseales. The Spearman rank correlation coefficient for this sub-sample remains 
significant at [J, "" 0.8% (2.60'): the slope and intercept arc consistent at the ItT level. 
The above test also addn'sses another potential bias due to the redshift range of the 
sample. The values listed in Table 2 measure the variability strength in the observed 
frame, so they will sample different euergy hands depending on t.he source's redshift (sec §4.1 
for discussion). This could introduce bias if the variablity amplitude changes with increasing 
energy: from 0.5 8 keY at = 0 to I - 16 keV at z L The slope and intercept remain 
the same within the narrow n'dshift range tested above, suggesting that any such bias docs 
not have a significant dfect on the sample. 
6.2. Suppressed Variability in LLAGN 
Variable somccs with luminosities less than Lo.5- 8keV 1041 ergs S- I tend to fall signif-
icantly below the extrapolated lincar relation h,' factors of ",,6 80 (median factor of ""24), 
indicating a drop in variability relat.ive to the linear relation on long timescales for LLAGi\. 
This "suppressed" variability can be shown to be intrinsic to properties of AGi\ variability 
rather than due to dilution by unrelated XRB populatiolLs. 
In §4.2, we showed that galaxy variability cannot be attributed solely to XRB popula-
tions. We now check whethH the XRB coutrihution could nevertheless dilute the observed 
variability by est.imating how lIluch XRBs arc expected to contribute to the total hard (2 
10 keY), gnlaxy-wide X-ray luminosity (DXIUl: sec §4.2: Lehmer et aL 2(10). 
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,Ve compare LXIUl to the nlCasnred, intrinsic X·ray 
verted to L2-lOkeV, using the intrirLsic photon index of r 
for AGN, and the stacked photon index l' U) for 
measured :2 10 ke V luminosity against that expcet('d from 
galaxies (red stars) and non-variable galaxit's ([,reen 
same figure 369 CDF-S AG); (open orange 32 local 
and 20 localluminon.s infrared galaxies. which are likely to he 
et aL 2010). The red solid lim' shows nnity. while tlw dotted 
ohserved in Lehmer et aL (2010). 
A K-S tcst shows no significant 
variable and non-variable galaxies. The CDF-S 
with a median D2- lOlreV / DXHB 4.6. The X-my 
may result in a high percentage of "contaminat.ion" by AG:'\. 
The median X-ray excess for variable galaxies (D2 
that XRBs contribut.e ~11% of the 210 keY luminosity for 
six variahle galaxies, the total X-rav emission is ""'N;"t"", 
emission within the scatter of the Lehmer et aL (2010) 
dilution may he mOT(' significant in these s01lrees. TIm'" of 
consistent with the linear variability-luminosity n:latiol!. 
ability (filled black stars in Fig. ll). Dilution hy XHB 
in suppressed variability, hut callnot fully explain the 
at low Imninositics. 
An alternative possible explanation for t.he S1l1l)f)I'('S!,,'(i 
is a change ill accretion structure. Ptak ct al. (] t1U8) 
strength helow L2- 10l",V "" 2xlO'1! crgR sl 
with ASCA on variability timescales of 
radiativcly inefficient. accret.ion flow (RIAF, 
for suppressed short-timescale variahilit,\' at low H!lUll""""'"'' 
X-my source. This scenario would not obviously explain t.110 reduced 
year tinwscales secn here. RIA F models also predict a hard 
lack of an opt.ically thick accretion disk, which provides tllP, 
X-ray photon index for variable galaxks (1' un I 0.13: 
predictiou. 
Studies since Ptak ct aL (1998) have fOllnd 
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in LLAG~ (e.g., Ptak et aL 2004; :vIarkowitz &; Uttley 2005; Papadakis ct aL 2008a) and 
against it (e.g., Binder ct. al. 2009; Pian et aL 2(10). Similarly, objects such as narrow-linc 
Seyfert 1 (1'\LSl) galaxies and t.he dwarf Seyfert ~GC 4395 (MUll "" 3.6 x lOs M8 ) exhibit 
"excess" vairability for their luminosit.y (Boller et al. 1996; Iwasawa et aL 2(10). However, 
when plotting variability against mass instead of luminosity (e.g., Papadakis et aL 200Sa; 
Miniutti et al. 20(9), such discrepancies disappear, with residual diffcrences possibly due to 
varying accretioll rates (C.ii., :v1eHardy ct aL 2004; :v1arkowitz &: Uttley 2005). 
To investigate the role of 5MBH mass (Afnll ) and accretion rate (normalj,;ed by the 
Eddington rate; rft we have obtained rough estimates for all variable sources. 
:\lasscs and Eddington ratios for all galaxies, variable and nOll-variable, arc listed in Table 
2. The S:\1BH mIL'iSeS arc estimated via the scaling relAtion between MjJu and absolute 
K-band magnitude (Graham 2(07): 
I MUll 
og M(.; -0.37(.l::0.04)(MK + 24) 8.29(10.08) (7) 
The total absolute rest-frame K-balld magnitudes arc derived from SED fitting in Xne et 
1'1. (2010) with a random scatter of ;::;0.3 mag. An X-ray luminosity-dependent correction 
factor (Equation 1 of V<'1.SUdeVall et aL 2(09) corrects for nuclear emission. We assume that 
the host galaxy is bulge-dominated, a valid assumptioll for most AG~ (e.g., Kauffman et 
aL 2003; Grogin et aL 20(5). Several variable galaxies, howeyer, arc not lmlgc-dolllillated 
(nil!(' are latc-type; see Tahle 2), so tlH'ir black hole masses may be overest.imated. \Vc 
apply a lnminosity-depcndent bolomctric correction (Ii.2-IOk,,v) to estimate tht' bolometric 
luminosity (y1arconi ct al. 2004) and calculate the Eddington ratio (Lbod L/o'dd [li2-10keV 
X 10:18 Note, that the :viarconi et al. (2004) correction is 
calculated explicitly for L2- 10l«,v > 1012 ergs s' I; we extrapolate this relat.ion down to the 
lower luminosities of the variable galaxy sample. 
Both the MUll and Lbol estimation techniques are known to have large dispersions. 
The Mmr Af" scaling rdation has a total scatter of 0.3:J dex, and additional l1neertainty 
will COllle from the luminosity-deprndent correct ion for nuclear emission, which is based on 
template SEDs (Vasudeviln et aL 2(09). In addition. the assumption that alltlre variable 
galaxies are bulge-dominated will produce additional scatter. 14 The bolometric correction, 
too, has large scatter due to the intrinsic dispersion in the SED. The uncertainty in Lbol 
due to SED dispersion is ~2()% for lnminous AG2\' (Elvis ct al. 1994; Richards et 1'1. 20(6). 
There is some dehate rcgar'ding the similarity between the SEDs of LLAG:\ and Inmillolls 
HThe scaling relation in Korrneudy & Geuhardt (2001), for example, has a much larger scatter of 0.56 
dcx largely becanse of poor bulgf'/disc sepalatiOll (Graham 20(7). 
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AG~ (e.g., §1; IIo 1999 and IIo 2()02 vo. y!aoz 1'1 aI. 20(7): the 
SED dispersion likely serves a~ a lower limit to dispersion LLAG;\ SEDs. 
Variable galaxies tend to have lower {lccretion ((1i1) 
((Mrw) 2.6 x 107M,,)) than variab!£' AG;\ ((1il) 9 x IOl. fi.2 x 
where we have limit.:d the AG;\ sample to 
shows that the differences in the m and M/JJr distrihutions 
and PKS "" 0.002, respectively. The properties of variable AG;\ llnd 
with the range of estimates made by Bf\bic et a!. (2007) for 
the 1 Ms CDF-S, which span rTl ~ 10- 1 (median O'(JO I) awl 
(median"" lOB M(,)). 
Unlike previous studies ((),~cill et aI. 2005; Papadakis d 
we find no significant (anti- )correlatioll between 
scatter in and Ai1Jlr measurements, ('om\)inpd with 
(since most sources lie between MnH ~ lO' lO9 At,.)). It 
find a signilicant anti-correlation between 
Figure 13, which is likely an artefact of the I,os 
interesting that in Figure 13 the variable galaxies (black dfel(',) 
more luminous AG~ (red cirdes), with llO discrepallc:1' in 
that the factor of 22.5 difference in r71 may explain t lw 
galaxies. 
6.3. Comparing the Variability-Luminosity R~~lation wit.h Empirical Models 
A 1111mber of recent studies (e.g., :vIcHardy ct al. 2004: 
2005; Papadakis et aL 200Sb) have shown that X-ray Vllriahility 
combination of Mmr and in, cxplaillillp, the nbscn'cd 
light curves appear· to be universally described by it hrok('ll 
the break frequency depends on mass and accretion rate: lib! O.02!lr!lil( MllI/!IOG M,.) I. 
where 71 is the accretioll efficiency, assumed to be TJ 0.1 (~1cllardy et 111. 200G). The 
excess variance is equivaI0nt to the integral of the PSD betwI'en 
frequencies sampled by the clat a, long the 
the excess variance at given luminosity wit! 
with increasing Til. 
We compare the Jt.f!Ju and 171 values estimated in 
variable AG;\ and galaxy populations. Assuming 
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variability-luminosity relations expected for the CDF-S sampling pattern, given a range of 
5MBH masses and accretion rates (e.g .. Papadakis et aL 2008b, and references therein). The 
bolomctric luminosity, which is calculated directly from ,'full and 1T!. is converted to X-ray 
luminosity via a oolomctric correction (:\!arconi et aL 2004). \Vhere the break frequency lies 
outside the timescales sampled by the data (depending on the comhination of IT! lUld Ahm ), 
the excess vaTiance will remain constant. 
The model variahility-luminosity relations are plotted in Figure 14 for the average ac-
cretion rates for variable (111 9 x 10- . dashed linc) and non-variable (IT! 4 x lO-4; 
dash-dotted linc) galaxies covering Aln1l lO3 1010 M'D (low to high L05.-skeV). Both vari-
ahle populations arc limited to < 1 for comparison, and the relations are calculat<xl at z 
0.5 and z 0.7. the median redshifts for variable galaxies and AG:\', respectively: us-
ing model redshifts z 0 or 1 resulted in negligible changes. The shape of the ohserved 
variahility-luminosity anti-correlation, including thc plateau at low luminosity, is roughly 
reproduced by the modeL The plateau occurs when the break frequency lies outside the 
range of timescaks sampled by the data. Unfortunately, the 10111!; tim('scales (especially the 
long minimum timescale of 4 :\1s; see §4.1) and the large scatter prevent the models from dis-
tinguishing hetween the significantly different accretion rates estimated for variable galaxies 
and AGX. 
Xote that most sourC('S arc more variahle than predicted by the modeL \Ve note some 
possihle sources of bia;;: (1) The normalization of the PSD function used to calculate the 
models is hased 011 a small sample of nearby AG:'\ (Papadakis 2004) and may therefore not 
he representative of CDF-S AGX out to z "" 1. (2) Both til<' models and the hias correction 
applied to the meRSured excess variance (§4.1) depend on a universal hroken power-law PSD 
function, but the slopes of the PSD may vary between individual sources, and some sources 
may even have a second break at shorter fn'<!ucncic:; (e.g., :\!cHardy et aL 2007). (3) Peculiar 
sources, such as ~LSls. exhibit higher variability!5, so the variable sample may suffer from 
selection effects due to the hil!;her sensitivity to more variahle sources (§4.1). 
7. Conclusions and Future Work 
\Ve have inV('stil!;ated the vlU"iahilit,v properti('s of sources classified as galaxies in the 
4 :\18 CDF-S by dividing the observations into ",,1 :\!s epochs. We find the following main 
l'JA notable exception is the ::\LSl gala.xy Aku 564. which the onl? AG~ observed to date to have a 
second, low-frequency break in pO\\"cr spectrum. leading to lower variability on long timescalcs (.\IcHardy 
et aL 2CXl7). 
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results: 
1. Usinl!; a :\!ont(' Carlo simulation appropriat" 
92 galaxies are selected Wi variable. as well I R5 of :lGO A G:\. 
selecting AG7'J that do not meet otl10r AG:'>i sc\ection 
hnninosity, X-ray-t(}-optical flux ratio, or ('xc!'ss X~ray 
expected from staT-forming galaxies (sec §:3). If all 20 
then the commonly llsed selection criteria employ<'d by Xue et 
(",,5.1%), flnd 19 of 54 LLAGX ("":l5.2%; where LLAG:\ 
Lo.5 -FkeV < 1012 ergs 
some non-variable galaxies may still host 
these fractions serve as lower limits. 
2. We measure variahility streuI,th with tile norma.liz!'d 
for measurement error, red~noise scatter, and bias due to til(' 
Comparing t he bias~correct<'d exc!',s variance to that ,~xpcct cd 
find that XRBs cannot explain galaxy variability. 
:.I. The possibility of energetically sip;nificant ULXs in 
hil!;h X-ray luminosities and/or ,'arly~t.vp,' morphology. 
off~ nudear U LXs. 
rdatively 4. Gala.xy X-ray vlll"iability is most likely associated 
llnobscurcd S:\H3H. Though some absorption may be 
photon indices show flO indication of heavy obscuration COll""U'm with the t,vpical 
AGX spectral shape (fst'Kk 1.9:.1l:0.1:l). 
5. \Ve confirm a significant anti-correlation hetwcen 
ity, and find the slope and intercept to be consistent 
for shorter timesc"les. We show that the sampling bias 
pattern does not affect the anti-correlation slop" or 
6. Low~lnrninosity sources (Do, < 1041 
"suppressed" variability compared to the ('xtrapolni:('d 
and X~ray luminosity. This may he explained by their lower 
sample a different mass-accretion rate span' than th" 
significantly lower accretion rates ((IiI.) 4 10 4) ,m" 
than variable AGX ((rll.) 9 IO, (.\f1Jl1) 
(z < 1). 
x 
7. We find that an empirical model h"sed 011 a brokr'll nowf'r-Inw PSI) 
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where the break frcquency depends on 5MBH mass and accretion rate, roughly reproduces 
the shape of the variabilit.v-luminosity anti-correlation. However, thc normalization of the 
mudd is low compared to the data. suggesting systematic bias either within the data (e.g., 
st:'!ection eff('cts) or the model (e.g., incorrect normalization for LLAGI\ at ;S 1). 
\Ve have shown that the variahility measured by deep X-ray surveys is an effective 
technique for scl('cting cosmologically distant LLAGI\. Extending the CDF-S to cvcn longer 
('xposures would enable detection of variability in both fainter and less variable sources, thus 
allowing better charact crization of the properties and abundance of the LLAGI\ population. 
Within the 4 :\1s CDF-S, smaller til!1(, hins could be used to search for variability and better 
characterize the variahilit.\· presented here. 
In addition, follow-up optical spectroscopy is necessary to characterize the LLAGI\ 
population presented here. While Szokoly et aL (2004) were ahle to classify one object as a 
LI:\,ER, the spectra for the other sources did not have sufficient signal-to-uoisc to measure 
line ratios, so these objects would require either deeper optical spectroscopy or stacking of 
til(' currently available spectra. 
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Table 1. Overview of Columns for Properties of CDF-S Gala:<:ies 



















Sequence numher in the CDF-S catalog (Xuc ct aL 2011) (i.e .. XID) 
CDF-S name 
RcdBhift 
~lcthod of rc<i<·,hift mca.'mremcnt (5 spectroscopic, p = photometric) 
Upper limit flag for net counts 
Total net counis in the 0,5 8.0 keV band or ~~(T upper limit 
log LO!'j~8keV (ergs S~l) 
Effective ph010n index (feU)"aud (olTe::-ponrling errors 
y,U'iahility statistic (X') 
ProbalJility that X 2 statistic is aue tn chance (PxJ) 
?\1r.l.ximum~hrminimnm tltLx ratio (RWl:t'{/min) 
Excn;s vu.rianc(' «(j~;,::Y1ind error 
Bia..'4-corrcdcd excess variance SL'C ~4.1) and corre;.;;ponding error 
SFR (M, )T"') 
M. (10'0 M,,) 
Lm,{xn/ L1,\lXH 
Visual galaxy classification 
Mv 
Mu Mv 
Color galaxy classification 
Final ga1axy cla,,<;.,·;itkation 
(:\f) 
ftThc effedive photon index i~ calculated from the bam! ratio. For l'onrc€'S detectf'd in 
the soft band but not the hard bawL rdf a lower limit. ,\Vhen the counts are too luw 
to net!'nnine rd3ably the photon indf'x from th(~ band ratio, rdf is sd to 1.4. 
bErrors on cxce&"l variance arc calculated according to Equation (11) from Vaughan et 
a1. (200:3). The variance is not signifkant for uon-variaLlc galaxies, but the {'rror~ 
('an be us('d to calculate an upper limit. 
Tabl" 2. Propert.ies of CDF-S 
XlD CDF-S name 
120 03:1206.40- 274728.6 U)2 32.7 4162 
15,1 m320g.79 2744·12.7 0.08 ·1G.9 39 .. '\9 
162 0;13210.72 -2742:14.9 0.42 111.7 41.](i 
22:1 033215.80- 275324. 7 0.67 <43,7 41.,)1 
2:13 033216.76·- 27 4:12~.2 0.52 61.0 41.21\ 
~otc. Table 2 I)fcBf'ntcd in its t'ntin:ty in the 
its form and conh;nL The full table nmtains 28 
galaxies. 
aFor 18 of 20 variable galaxies and 61 of 72 l1on-variHbk 
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Total net counts (0.5-8.0 keY) 
Fig. 1. The fraction of variahle AG:\" (red eirdps) and galaxies (black squares) vs. net 
connts. where the background-subtracted (net) counts arc measured in the 0.5 8.0 keY band 
over 4' :'!8. The binomial errors on the fraction at the 90% confidence level are calculated 
from Cameron (2011). The error bar on the net counts represents the bin size. The points 
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0.0 0.5 1.0 
Redshift 
Fig. 2. The 0.5 8 keV luminosity vs. redshift distribution 
quality criteria of §:3 (open circles). Galaxies with si)l;lJilicant 
stars. The CDF-S (m·axis flux limit for 20 m'i counts (1"0.0 
is plotted as a dotted linc. The upp('r J;-axis the lWl.'llLlllW 
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MJO 
XID=233, 033216.76-274328.2, P",=O.004 
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Fig. 3. Light CllrWS for 6 representative CDF-S sources classified as galaxies that exhibit 
significant variability. F\lll-hand (0.5 8 keY, ohserved-frame) counts have been grouped into 
the four epochs and asymmetric errors on the count rates were calculated via Gehrels (H)86). 
The mean count rate is overplott('d HE a dashed line, and the error Oil the mt'an is shown as 
the grey shaded area. Each plot Ibts the Px 2 valucs and source names. 
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39 40 41 
log LO.5- 8 keV 
Fig. 4. The distrihution of X-ray luminosity (L"r, 
galaxies (dark grey histogram) and for those ('xhibiting 
The vcrtical lines show the median valu"s for all (hlack. 
galaxif's (red, dashed). A K-S test shows no si'sllifieant diff(Ten('(' 
42 
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Fi~,. G. The fraction of variable A G:\ (red circles) a.nd galaxies (black sqnares) vs. X -ray 
luminositv. Error bars show the binomial errors at 90% significance level. The error har on 
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Fig. 6. R-hand magnitude VR. full-]>flnd X-ray flux for 
of Xuc et al. (2011), where filled symhols lIlark with 
0.05). Sources da.<;sificd a.s AG:\', galaxies, aw] an' marked 
symbols, respectively. Constant flux ratios arc marked with 
bottom,log(FdFu) +1, 1, and --2. Th(~ vertic?)1 dotted 
flux limit for 20 net COllnts. The sources wit h R-band map;nitude 
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Simulated variability. 
Observed variability l1li 
8 
Maximum-to-Minimum Flux Ratio 
Fit;. 7. The distribution of max· to-min ratios for simulated light curves based on CDF-S 
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(J nxs,corr 
Fig. 8. The distribution of the him-corrected 
CDF -S sources classified as variable galaxies (red 
(blue histof(nnn) shown for reference. As expected, the 
though affected by scatter due to slatbtical fluctuatiOllS. 
strength is attrilmtahle to Poisson f1uctuat.ions). 
variability expected from all XR13 population. 




Fig. 9. Postage-stamp images from the GOODS-S/GE:\lS HST V606 band for 20 variable 
galaxies. The label at the top of ea('h image givcs the source name. The numbers at the 
bottom of each image indicat(' the source number (XID) in tlw main CDF-S catalog, the 
adopted redshift. and the logarithm of the full-band luminosity as calculated in §2. The 
circle overploU('d on each image has it radius of 1.5 times the X-ray positional error, which is 
calculated at the 90% significance lcvel. to illustrate whcther an X-ray source is considered 
to be off· nuclear (Lehmer et aI. 2(06). Each iInagc is 8" 8" with the positioll of the X-ray 
4(; 
Fig. 10. Postalr,c-stamp ima!scs from t.he GOODS-S!GE'IIS Jlh'T FflilG 
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LO.5- 8 keY (ergs S-1) 
Fig. 11. The bias-corrected normalized excess variance vs. X-ray luminosity 
(Lo.s -8keV) for CDF-S sources classified as AG:'\ (red rirdl's) and variable galaxies (black 
circles and stars) in the 4 :VIs main catalog. where sourC!'s with LO.G_8keV>1041 ergo S··1 
are fitted with a weighted least-squares regression (dashed line); the shaded area shows the 
dispersion around the fitted line. Black stars highlight six variable galaxies with significant 
XRB contribution to the total luminosity, discussed further in §6.2. Error bars include both 
measurement errors and errors associated with red-noise scatter and sampling (§4.1). Large 
blue squares mark the weighted means for each luminosity bin; error hars arc the standard 
deviation of the data ill each bin. Ultraluminolls X-ray sources (ULX) are generally not 






















L2 - 10 keY. XRB 
Fig. 12. The obs('rvcd 2 10 keV X-ray power (L2 -IOb,V.t",) 
population (L210keV.XllB) for variahle (1('(1 
Arrows designat(' upper limits Of! 
galaxies (Colbert et al. 2004), and 20 local luminolls infrarpd 
are plotted for reference. Local galaxies lie 011 £2 
with a measured ,lispersion of 0.:34 (red dottpd 
Local galaxies (C04)", 
lIRGS (L1 0) • 
CDF-S AGN 
CDF-S vor. gal. * 









Fig. 1 :3. The bias-corrected l1ormaliz{'d excess variance vs. accrC'tion rate llor-
malized by the EddinlStOJl rate (ril= for CDF-S sources classified as AG:'\ (red 
cirdes) and variable galaxies (black cird('s). A weighted least-squares regression is fitted 
to all variable SOllre('s (dashed line), and the dotted lines show the dispersion around the 
best-fit line. 
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FilS. 14. The hia.s-correctcd normalized 
(Los-sh'v) as in FilSurc 11 for SOHrecs with 
broken power-law PSD function, where the break fn"lllcncy 
relations are calculated for TTi (I x W-:. (dashi'd lilH') and 
Iinc), where MUil lOs J010 M.,~ (low to high /'0-, 
V, 1 
" 
--
X-my lumin(Jsity 
for universal 
The 
